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Original spelling and emendation in

nomenclature
by

K. W. DAMMERMANSc. D.

(Rijksmuseum van Nat. Historie, Leiden)

Before discussing the question of emendation in nomenclature

it would be useful to bring up again the principal rules and recom-

mendations pertaining to the subject.

Art. 3 of the International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature
prescribes : —The scientific names of animals must be words which

are either Latin or Latinized, or considered and treated as such in

case they are not of classic origin.

Art. 8. —A generic name must consist of a single word, simple

or compound, written with a capital initial letter, and employed as

a substantive in the nominative singular.

Art. 14. —Specific names are : a) Adjectives ; b) Substantives

in the nominative in apposition with the generic name ; c) Sub-
stantives in the genitive.

If the name is given as a dedication to one or several persons,

the genitive is formed in accordance with the rules of Latin de-

clination in case the name was employed and declined in Latin.

If the name is a modern patronymic, the genitive is always form-

ed by adding, to the exact and complete name, an i if the person

is a man, or an ae if the person is a woman, even if the name has

a Latin form ; it is placed in the plural if the dedication involves

several persons of the same name.
Art. 16. —Geographic names are to be given as substantives in

the genitive, or are to be placed in an adjectival form.

Art. 19. —The original orthography of a name is to be preser-

ved unless an error of transcription, a lapsus calami, or a typo-

graphical error is evident.

Art. 32. —A generic or a specific name, once published can not

be rejected, even by its author, because of inappropriateness.

Art. 35. — Specific names of the same origin and meaning
shall be considered homonyms if they are distinguished from each

other only by the following differences :

a) The use of ae, oe, and e, as caeruleus, coeruleus, ceruleus ;

ei, i and y, as chiropus, cheivopus ; c and k, as microdon, mikrodon.

b) The aspiration or non-aspiration of a consonant, as oxyvyn-
cus, oxyrhynchus.

c) The presence or absence of a c before t, as autumnalis, auc-

tumnalis.

d) By a single or double consonant, as litoralis, littoralis.
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e) By the endings ensis and iensis to a geographical name, as

timorensis, timoriensis.

According to Opinion 147 the same rule applies to generic and

subgeneric names, if they are of the same origin and meaning as

names published previously.

As Appendix to the Rules sub F we find the following indication

for the transliteration of Greek words : e = e, î? = e, final r\ = a,

& = th, i = i, x = e, £ = x, ß = r, v = y, at = ae, av = au, « = i,
'•&) '= eu,

û>, ot = oe, final ov - um, final og = us, ov = u, J7 = ng, y% = neh,

yn = ne, £ = rh, e = he.

It may be useful to cite also some rules and recommendations of

the International Rules of Botanical Nomenclature as botanists

take on the whole more liberal views and often give more elaborate

directions.

Art. 7. —Scientific names of all groups are usually taken from

Latin or Greek. When taken from any language other than Latin,

or formed in an arbitrary manner, they are treated as if they were

Latin, Latin terminations should be used so far as possible for new
names.

Art. 25. Recommendation X. — Botanists who are forming

generic names show judgment and taste by attending to the fol-

lowing recommendations :

a) Not to make names very long or difficult to pronounce.

b) Not to dedicate genera to persons quite unconnected with

botany or at least with natural science nor to persons quite un-

known.
c) Not to take names from barbarous languages, unless those

names are frequently cited in books of travel, and have an agree-

able form that is readily adoptable to the Latin tongue and to the

tongues of civilised countries.

d) To indicate, if possible, by the formation or ending of the

name the affinities or analogies of the genus.

e) To avoid adjectives used as nouns.

f) Not to give to a genus a name whose form is rather that of

a subgenus or section.

g) Not to make names by combining words from different

languages (nomina hybrida).

h) To give a feminine form to all personal generic names, whe-
ther they commemoriate a man or a woman.

Art. 27. Recommendation XV. — In forming specific epithets

botanists will do well to have regard also to the following recom-

mendations :

a) To avoid those which are very long and difficult to pronounce.

b) To avoid those which express a character common to all or

nearly all the species of a genus.

c) To avoid using the names of little-known or very restricted

localities, unless the species is quite local.

d) To avoid, in the same genus, epithets which are very much
alike, especially those which differ only in their last letters.

e) Not to adopt unpublished names found in travellers' notes,
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or in herbaria, attributing them to their authors, unless these have

approved publication.

f) Not to name a species after a person who has neither discov-

ered, nor described, nor figured, nor in any way studied it.

g) To avoid epithets which have been used before in any close-

ly allied genus.

h) To avoid specific epithets formed of two or more (hyphen-

ed) words.

i) To avoid epithets which have the same meaning as the generic

name (pleonasm).

Recommandation XXVI. —To give (in publishing) the etymol-

ogy of new generic names, and also of new epithets, when the

meaning of these is not obvious.

Art. 70. —The original spelling of a name or epithet must be

retained, except in the case of a typographic error, or of a clearly

unintentional orthographic error. When the difference between two
generic names lies in the termination, these names must be regarded

as distinct, even though differing by one letter only. This does not

apply to mere orthographic variants of the same name.

Note 2 bis. —The liberty of correcting a name must be used

with reserve, especially if the change affects the first syllable, and

above all the first letter of the name.

Note 3. •— In deciding whether two or more slightly different

names should be treated as distinct or as orthographic variants,

the essential consideration is whether they may be confused with

one another or not ; if there is serious risk of confusion, they should

be treated as orthographic variants. Doubtful cases should be

referred to the Executive Committee.

Strictly speaking there are, according to Art. 3 of the Zoological

Code, only two categories of names, those of classic origin and
those that are not of classic origin. The names of classic origin

must be either Latin or Latinized Greek, Greek being the only

other classic language.

First we will take into consideration the truly Latin names.

Should we accept without any criticism names of Latin form but

never employed as such in Latin ? Thus the name Lucernuta (La-

porte de Castelnau 1833) is proposed for a genus of the Lampyri-

dae, glow-worms, without a derivation of the word, which is not

true Latin, being given by the author. Later on (in Gemminger
& de Harold's Cat. Col.) the name is emended into Lucernula

(little lamp), a much more appropriate name accepted generally

subsequently. It seems reasonable to suppose that the original

spelling of the name was an orthographic error and should there-

fore be dropped. Neither should we approve a name Campanuta
given to a bell-shaped animal.

Likewise the names Terebella (Linn. 1767, Polych.) and Dytis-

cus (Linn. 1758, Col.) are Latin forms but not used in Latin. Ap-
parently the first name, for a burrowing worm, should be Tere-

brella (dim. of tetebra, borer); exactly one century afterwards,

in 1867, Packard has corrected the name in the above sense. The
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second name should be rightly Dyticus (from the Gr. dytikos, able

to dive) and was in this way emended by Geoffroy in 1762. How-
ever, in both cases Linnaeus' spelling remained in use and was
commonly accepted.

Latreille in 1802 named an orthopterous insect Tetrix. Now
tetrix is a Greek word for a certain bird, possibly the guinea-fowl,

and it being rather unusual to call a locust a bird, the name was
emended to Tettix (Latin : cricket) in 1823 by Dalman. This

emendation was generally approved and owing to the many com-
pound names being combining forms of Tettix (Allotettix, Dinotet-

tix, Tettigidea, Trachy tettix) it seems reasonable to reject the name
Tettix as a lapsus calami or orthographic error.

On the other hand the name Sitona (Germar 1817, Col.) has

been altered into Sitones (Schoenherr 1840). Sitona, however, is

quite correct Latin, meaning store-keeper, and there is no reason

to replace this name by its Greek equivalent Sitones.

If we come upon such names as Aeshna (Fabr. 1775, Odon.)
and its emendation Aeschna (Illiger 1802) the question is not so

easily settled. Fabricius did not give any explanation of his name,
and both names are neither Latin nor Greek. Illiger supposed the

name to be cognate with the Gr. àoyyvr] (cdo%vvri — shame) and
associated this word with the vernacular name damsel-fly. Not-
withstanding this somewhat questionable derivation the spelling

Aeschna came into universal use, probably because the combined
consonants sh is not employed in Greek or Latin. The International

Commission, however, came to the conclusion that the original

spelling should be preserved (Opin. 34) as there is a certain

amount of speculation in arriving at the derivation of the name.
Another point of contestation is words differing only in a single

letter but with very different meaning. First we have the combining
forms brachi- and brachy-. Names of this kind are derived from
the Latin word brachium (Gr. brachion, arm) or from the Greek
brachys (short). Brachiopoda and Brachygaster (Hym.) are cor-

rect names, but Brachinus (Col.) and Brachiglossum (Dipt.) are

rightly emended as Brachynus and Bt achy glos sum.
Even more confusing is the mixing up of the forms myi- and

myo-, the first being connected with the Gr. myia (fly) and the

other with the Gr. mys, myo- (mouse); cf. the classic names
Myiagrus (fly-catcher) and Myagros (mouser). Correctly com-
posed are names such as Myotalpa (Mamm.), Myobia (Acar.),

Myiophita (Aves), Myiopatdalis (Dipt.). On the other hand
Myobia (Dipt.), Stratiomys (Dipt.) and Myagrus (Aves) have
been justly changed into Myiobia, Stvatiomyia and Myiagrus for

these names have nothing to do with mice and we are dealing here
evidently with an incorrect orthography of the original author.

Another trouble is caused by the alternate use of t or th. The
name of the well-known velvet-mites is written Trombidium and
Thrombidium. The latter emendation seems reasonable, the com-
parison of these scarlet mites with a clot of blood (Gr. thrombos,
cf. thrombosis) being very appropriate. Fabricius, the author of
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the name Trombidium, gives no derivation ; if rightly spelled this

name should be related to the Greek words tromos (tremor) and
tromboodes (timid) (?). The alteration of Fabricius' name was
proposed rather recently ( Gerstaecker, 1873) and the original

spelling is often maintained.

Further we have the combining forms tele- and thele-, the first

being derived from the Gr. telos (end), the latter from the Gr.
thelè (nipple). The replacement of the original and appropriate
name Telephorus (Col.) (= bearing the end [visible]) by The-
lephorus, which is often done, is therefore inadmissible.

No less inexact is the interchange of the forms thyro- (from Gr.
thyra = door, shield) and tyro- (from Gr. tyros = cheese). Ty-
roglyphus (Acar.) and Thyromorpha (Lep.) are correctly spelled

and we cannot write indiscriminately Thyroglyphus or Tyromor-
pha.

Other emendations refer to the exact compounding of words.
The names Anthreptes (Aves) and Anthribus (Col.) have been
made up of the two components anthos (Gr. flower) and reptes

(from Gr. rhepein = to hit or rob) or threptes (from the Gr.
radical thrept- — feed), and anthos and tribus (Gr. tribos =
destruction). Both names were, therefore, replaced by Anthothrep-
tes and Anthottibus, but these corrections are superfluous as such
contractions are not unusual in Latin or Greek. The same holds
good with regard to such emendations as Limonobius for Limobius
or Rhipidophorus for Rhipiphorus.

Then there are the names differing only in the final letter or

letters. First we have the words ending on a or us, such words are

also found in classic Latin : pica (magpie) besides picus (wood-
pecker), mala (cheek) and malus (appletree). Therefore there is

no reason to raise objections to the use of Mustela (weasel) besides

Mustelus (shark), Haltica (Col.) besides Halticus (Het.). Other
names of this kind are those ending on a, is or es. The French
name Hydrochare (Col.) of Latreille has been latinized sub-

sequently into Hydrochara (Berthold), Hydrocharis (Hope) and
Hydtochates (Solsky). Neither of these names, being combina-
tions of the Gr. hydor (water) and chairein (rejoice), are reject-

able on grammatical grounds ; Hydrochara, however, never came
into use, possibly because the Latin word chara means a plant

(caraway), whereas charis (grace) is a good Latin form too. On
the other hand names like Aleochara (Col.), Limnochares (Acar.),

Hylobates (Mamm.), etc. are accepted generally. If, however, the

use side by side of such slightly different names should give rise to

confusion, the suppression of one or more of the variants should be
advocated.

Coming now to the latinization of words of Greek origin wè
find first the recommendation of rendering the final r\ by a in

Latin. This indication should not be considered a matter of neces-

sity as the Latin itself has many words adopted from the Greek in

which the final rj is rendered by e, e.g. mygale (shrew), spondyle
(kind of rodent), and many proper names like Circe, Psyche,
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Erigerne, etc. Also the rendering of the final ov by urn is not a

general rule, we find in Latin words like colon, zoon, pteron.

Therefore, it is not necessary to replace Bembidion by Bembidium
or otherwise Microzoum by Microzoon, just as we approve without

any difficulty names like Petromyzon, Diplozoon or Erethizon.

Further the adoptation of the final os in Latin is not uncommon, cf.

arctos, chrysos, lotos, omphalos. Names like Helatctos or chrysaëtos

should be accepted without any change.

With reference to the rendering of the Greek k by c we have

to consider that classic Latin has always followed this rule. Such
names as Kallima (Lep.), Kogia (Mamm.) or Kybos (Horn.),

however, have been accepted, but in other instances the emen-
dations Citta (Aves), Cobus (Mamm.), Calotermes (Isopt.),

Cryptophagus (Col.), and others were generally approved and
came into universal use.

The Greek v should become y by transliteration into Latin, but

this rule too is not coercive, we have in Latin mus (Gr. mys), cu-

matilis (seagreen) (from Gr. kyma, wave). The name Cuon is

mostly used although in compound names the spelling Cyno- and
-cyon is the practical rule. Again we find often the combining
form clype- (shield); classic Latin, however has clipeus, and the

spelling clipe- should not be rejected. Here we should avoid the

spelling dupe-, unless the names are compounds of clupea (shad),

e.g. Clupeolabrus (Pise).

There is also little conformity in names derived from the Latin

words gena (genae) (Gr. yévvg — cheek), genus (Gr. yévog =
generation or race) and genu (Gr. yóvv = knee). Names derived

from the first word are often written geny- (cf. Genyornis, Coe-
logenys), which is the correct spelling if the derivation is from the

Gr. aequivalent genys. On the other hand we find in Latin genuinus
as an adjective both of gena and genus (cf. dentés genuini =
molars and genuinus = innate and genuine), and geniculum as

diminutive of genu. Names being combined forms of genus may
be written genero-, but also geni- or gene- as good Latin has
genitor besides generator. We find geno- too (cf. genotypus)
which, however, seems less correct. Names connected with genu
should be spelled geni- or genu-.

Another recommendation is the rendering of the Greek at by
ae in Latin. However, according to art. 35 of the Code names of

the same origin and meaning differing only in the use of ae, oe, or e

should be considered homonyms. Wehave, indeed, in Latin caeru-

leus besides coeruleus (azure), caelum and coelum (sky), cepa and
caepa (onion). The correction of many names with the combining
form coe/o- into caelo- or vice versa is certainly superfluous, but
the well-known and correctly spelled name Limnaea (from the Gr.
limnaios) for the pond-snail should be retained, all variants with
the spelling Lymn- being orthographical omissions.

The Greek ev should, however, always be rendered by eu. The
name Aleyrodes (Latr.) must be rejected as an orthographical error,

it seems to be the only name derived from Gr. aleuron (flour)
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misspelled in this way (cf. Aleurodicus, Aleurolobus, Aleurobius)

.

Likewise we should not approve the name Eyrilaimus (Aves), even
if this name was older than the correctly spelled name Eurylaimus,

neither should we accept the spelling eyropaeus or Pseydo-. The
eu may be written before a vowel as ev (Euotomys, Evaspidiotus,

euangelium = evangelium). In earlier works the u, specially the

capital U, was often printed as v.

The transliteration of the Greek ei by i is also not a strict rule.

Chiroptera and Chironomus (Dipt.) are approved as well as Chei-
romys (Mamm.) or Cheirocrinus (Echin.). Here the spelling chy~
to- is not allowable as this form is neither Latin nor Greek.

Coming to the Greek aspiration of consonants or vowels we
find again little uniformity. As a rule this aspiration is rendered by
h in Latin, but classic Latin itself has besides rheuma, rhino-, rhodo-
etc. also raphanus (radish). We find, therefore, indiscriminately

names like Ripiphorus (Col.), Raphidia (Neur.), Rachiplusia

(Lep.) besides Rhipidura (Aves), Rhaphiodon (Pise.) and Rha-
chimantis Orth.).

Little confusion is caused by this alternate use of r or rh, but

greater trouble arises if names derived from Greek with an aspira-

tion of the initial vowel are written with or without an h. Such
names as Enicognathus (Aves), Aplochilus (Pise), Opattum and
Altica (Col.) have all been changed into Henicognathus, Haplo-
chilus, Hopatrum and Haltica. In many cases the emended names
came into general use (H aplochilus, Haltica), in other instances the

original spelling was preserved (e.g. Opatrum)

.

Dropping the subject of names of classic origin and considering

names of non-classic origin it is found that almost everything, even
nonsensical names, is accepted. What to say about such names as

Rattus kina or R. bukit, the first epithet being part of the name
Mt. Kinabalu, the second being the malay word for hill. Should we
appreciate the wit of an author describing two new species from
the Mont-blanc and baptizing these Rattus mont and R. blanc ?

Strictly speaking such names as kina and bukit are incompatible
with art.s 14 and 16 of the Code, these substantives being not in

apposition with the generic name and taken as geographical
names they should be genitival or adjectival forms.

Even more objectionable are Kirkaldy's names Polychisme,
Ochisme and Nanichisme, looking very innocent and of nice classic

form. In reality the names have nothing to do with classic origin but
should be transformed into : Polly kiss me, O ! kiss me, and Nanny
kiss me. No rule or recommendation of the Zoological Code opposes
such silly things, zoologists, however, should do well to observe
the Recommendation X b and XV f of the Botanical Rules (see

p. 199—200).
In one case only the International Commission on Zool. Nomen-

clature has taken action with regard to names deemed unacceptable,
viz. the very long and impossible names given by Dybowski to

some genera of crustaceans (Opin. 105). Parapallaseakytoderma-
gammarus or Toxophthalmoechinogammarus are indeed quite un-
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necessarily complicated names. Remember also Recommendation

Xa of the botanists : Not to make names long or difficult to pro-

nounce.

Finally we will discuss the question of the liberty of an author

to correct or emend his own names, which according to art. 19 and

32 of the Zoological Code is not allowed. This rule specially should

not be of retroactive force. Some protest against this rule has

already been made by certain authors (e.g. Handlirsch) and ear-

lier writers would certainly have considered it unreasonable. There

is some injustice of denying an author the right to correct his

names and to admit only his first publication. Neither in other

sciences nor in practical life do we always take a man at his first

word even if he has revoked it. The right of authors to emend or

change names established by themselves should be recognized,

upon the condition that the later names are not preoccupied.

As an exemple we may quote Linnaeus' name Apis mellifeta

(1758) changed into A. mellifica in the twelfth edition of his Sy-

stema Naturae (1767), although the epithet mellifeta (honey car-

rying) is even used by classic authors. O. F. Müller replaced his

name Daphne (1776) by Daphnia (1785) the first name (meaning

laurel or a proper name) being considered less appropriate. Both

later names were commonly accepted and remained in use until the

introduction of the Code.
On the other hand the name Hoplasoma (Col.) was first pub-

lished by Jacoby in 1884 without any explanation of the name.

The same author used some years later (1896, Ann. Soc. Ent.

Belg. 40, p. 271) the name Haplosoma, again without any com-
ment. The latter name, derived from Greek haplos (simple,

straight), is perhaps more eligible for in the original description

the body is said to be elongate, but there is also an indication of a

relation with the word hople (Gr. claw), for the genus is distin-

guished by the deeply bifid claws. However, the more preferable

name Haplosoma cannot be used, it being preoccupied in the mean-
time by Semenow's name of 1889.

Summarizing the above, we arrive at the following conclusions :

The right of former authors to correct or change names estab-

lished by themselves should be recognized. If the later names came
into general use they should have preference over the older ob-

solete names.
Recent authors should have also the right to emend their own

names but they should submit the new names to the International

Commission for approval.

If there are different orthographical variants af a name, the In-

ternational Commission in putting a name on the Official List

should select the name the spelling of which is more appropriate or

most according to the rules and recommendations of the Code.
Some of the above proposals und suggestions have already been

discussed at the International Zoological Congress in Paris in 1948
but up till now the results are still waiting to be published.


